INTRODUCING BURLINGTON JET, a collection of the deepest Black
ceramic for dramatic intensity.

burlingtonbathrooms.com

Aptly named after the precious gem stone found along the North Yorkshire shores of
the British coastline, Burlington Jet emulates the high polish and deepest blackness of
Whitby Jet Stone, creating a bathroom collection with an infinite intensity and daring
presence. The lustre of ceramic pieces create a striking contrast with high-shine chrome
brassware and matching Black indices, whilst accessories and customisable supporting
product such as baths, furniture and radiators complete the collection.
Your beautifully traditional bathroom re-imagined with classical glamour.

Jet is the New Black

THE BURLINGTON JET COLLECTION

Dare to be different with ceramic basins and WCs,
finished in a lustrous gloss Black, for a versatile yet
refined trend statement that refuses to go out of
fashion. With basins available in 4 sizes across our
distinctive Edwardian and Classic styles, you can
select the perfect solution for your space.
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Jet ceramic bathroom products are made in the UK and is
to the same high fired quality as our white ceramic with a
25 year guarantee on ceramics.
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THE BURLINGTON JET COLLECTION

Indulgent Impact

THE BURLINGTON JET COLLECTION

Indulge in the ultimate, unapologetic glamour
with high-level WC and large 1200mm Edwardian
basins. Pair with any of our seductive rolltop
baths with black feet and paint the outside of the
bath to match for a consistent striking theme.
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Bath
Bateau bath with Black claw
feet, Kensington bath shower
mixer and stand pipes
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THE BURLINGTON JET COLLECTION
WC
Jet high level WC with single
flush ceramic cistern, flush pipe
kit and Black soft-close seat.

Brassware
Claremont three tap hole
mixer with pop-up waste
and Black indices.

Basin
Jet Edwardian 1200mm basin
with chrome basin stand.

Accessories
WC roll holder, Black WC brush
holder and Black tumbler holder.
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Basin
Jet Edwardian 560mm
rectangular basin with
Jet standard pedestal.
burlingtonbathrooms.com

Brassware
Kensington three tap
hole mixer with pop-up
waste and Black indices.

Accessories
Black soap dish

Shower
Shower screen 1000mm walk in panel with
Black profile (see Crosswater.co.uk for details)
See overleaf for shower mixer details.

Flawless Function

THE BURLINGTON JET COLLECTION

Jet Black ceramic is both classically timeless and versatile, its
monochromatic style will continue to be desirable for years
to come, working beautifully with a vast number of colour
accents and material choices. Visit burlingtonbathrooms.com
or view the main brochure for all options available to complete
your Burlington bathroom.

Jet Classic two taphole basin with
Kensington 5” pillar taps and Black indices.
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THE BURLINGTON JET COLLECTION

Simple & Seductive

Burlington showering brassware combines effective
elegance with superior function. Choose to accent your
Jet bathroom with Black indices and handles for a stylish
contrast. Visit burlingtonbathrooms.com or view the main
brochure for the extensive range of design styles for both
concealed or exposed thermostatic valve options.
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THE BURLINGTON JET COLLECTION

Shower
Avon thermostatic exposed shower valve with
Black Claremont handle and Black ceramic levers,
1500mm shower hose and handset with Black
ceramic handle and 9” airburst shower head.
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THE BURLINGTON JET COLLECTION

The Balthazar bath with its silky smooth
Clearstone interior contrasts with an
intense black exterior to provide a
stunning centrepiece for your bathroom.

Balthazar Black double-ended bath with
Kensington bath shower mixer and stand
pipes with Black indices and levers.
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THE BURLINGTON JET COLLECTION

Captivating Cloakrooms

THE BURLINGTON JET COLLECTION

The Edwardian cloakroom basin is the ideal solution for smaller
spaces where lavish finishes enhance the feel of a small space.
Suitable for wall mounted installations or with a chrome stand
which removes the need for a towel holder. The cloakroom
furniture unit shown below is supplied ready to be painted in
your chosen colour to further accentuate your interior style
whilst providing additional and essential storage.
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Jet Edwardian 515mm cloakroom basin
with Edwardian cloakroom furniture unit
with Claremont 3” pillar taps with Black
indices and plug and chain waste.
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THE BURLINGTON JET COLLECTION
Basin
Jet Edwardian 515mm cloakroom basin with
chrome washstand and Claremont 3” pillar taps
with Black indices and plug and chain waste.

Accessories
WC roll holder
in chrome

WC
Jet standard close-coupled
WC with 520mm lever cistern
and Black soft-close seat.
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BASINS

Choose from two Burlington radiators in Black, visit
burlingtonbathrooms.com or view the main brochure.
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Jet Classic two taphole 650mm basin with
Black aluminium washstand, Kensington 5” basin
taps with Black levers and indices and chrome
bottle trap. Black soap dish and Trafalgar Black
radiator with angled Black radiator valves.

CLASSIC RECTANGULAR BASINS

Jet Classic 650mm rectangular basin
shown with Jet classic pedestal

Jet Classic 650mm rectangular basin
shown with chrome washstand

W: 650 D: 575 H: 860

W: 650 D: 575 H: 860

Basin: B15 1TH JET
Pedestal: P6 JET

£749
£329

Basin: B15 1TH JET
Stand: T49A CHR

£749
£399

Complete Price:

£1,078

Complete Price:

£1,148

SEMI-RECESSED BASIN

Jet 580mm semi-recessed basin

Jet Classic 650mm rectangular basin
shown with Black aluminium washstand

W: 580 D: 470

W: 650 D: 575 H: 860
Basin: B15 1TH JET
Washstand: T48 BLA

£749
£549

Complete Price:

£1,298

Basin: B12 1TH JET

£499

B15 basins are available as 1, 2 or 3 tap hole versions. B12 basins are available as 1 or 2 tap hole versions.
Simply change the code to 1TH, 2TH or 3TH for your desired option. Brassware not included.

All prices inclusive of VAT at 20%
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EDWARDIAN BASINS

Jet Edwardian 560mm rectangular basin
shown with Jet standard pedestal

Jet Edwardian 1200mm rectangular basin
shown with Jet classic pedestal

W: 560 D: 470 H: 840

W: 1200 D: 510 H: 860

Basin: B4 3TH JET
Pedestal: P1 JET

£499
£299

Basin: B19 3TH JET
Pedestal: P6 JET

£1,499
£329

Complete Price:

£798

Complete Price:

£1,828

Jet Edwardian 560mm rectangular basin
shown with chrome washstand

Jet Edwardian 1200mm rectangular basin
shown with chrome washstand

W: 560 D: 470 H: 845

W: 1200 D: 510 H: 845

Basin: B4 3TH JET
Stand: T22A CHR

£499
£369

Basin: B19 3TH JET
Stand: T51 CHR

£1,499
£569

Complete Price:

£868

Complete Price:

£2,068

B4 basins are available as 1, 2 or 3 tap hole versions. B19 basins are available as 3 tap hole only. B8 basins are available as 2 tap hole only.
Simply change the code to 1TH, 2TH or 3TH for your desired option. Brassware not included.
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Jet Edwardian 515mm cloakroom basin
W: 515 D: 308
Basin: B8 2TH JET

£399

FURNITURE
Our Matt White furniture is supplied ready for you to paint, so you can
transform your entire bathroom into your individual colour scheme. We
recommend using a water based primer before an egg shell paint finish
for the best effect.

Jet Edwardian 515mm cloakroom basin
shown with chrome washstand

Pair your Jet basin with a dark and indulgent colour for a truly striking
look in your bathroom.

W: 515 D: 308 H: 825
Basin: B8 2TH JET
Stand: T21A CHR

£399
£369

Complete Price:

£768

Our furniture range is available in 510mm, 560mm and 650mm widths.
For the full range of Burlington furniture visit burlingtonbathrooms.com
or view the main brochure.

All prices inclusive of VAT at 20%
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WCs

Jet standard back to wall WC

Jet standard close-coupled WC
with 520mm Black lever cistern

W: 370 D: 480 H: 420

W: 520 D: 730 H: 780
Pan: P5 JET
Cistern: C1 JET

£549
£539

Complete price:

£1,088

£599

With a concealed cistern and Black lever: F6CC BLA

£129

Jet standard medium level WC
with 520mm Black lever cistern

Jet standard high level WC
with Black single flush ceramic cistern

W: 520 D: 740 H: 1425

W: 520 D: 670 H: 2300-2380

Pan: P5 JET
Cistern: C1 JET
Flush pipe: T33 CHR

£549
£539
£229

Pan: P2 JET
Cistern: C28S JET
Flush Pipe: T30 CHR

£549
£529
£239

Complete Price:

£1,317

Complete price:

£1,317

The seat not included in the above items
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Pan: P14 JET
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Jet standard back to wall WC and Black lever with
Black soft-close seat. WC roll holder and Trafalgar
Black radiator with angled Black radiator valves.

Choose from two Burlington radiators in
Black, visit burlingtonbathrooms.com or
view the main brochure.

Black gloss soft-close WC seat
Code: S40

Jet ceramic trap
£109

Code: C26 JET

Jet ceramic straight trap
£119

Code: C29 JET

£119

All prices inclusive of VAT at 20%
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BATHS

Balthazar double-ended bath

Bateau double-ended bath

L: 1675 W: 761 H: 711

L: 1640 W: 700 H: 720

Code: N25CSB

£4,999

Code: T10F
Luxury Legs:

£1,199
£259

Comes as white standard

Claw feet
Chrome: L1C
White: L1W
Black: L1B

£259
£259
£259

All our acrylic baths come in a white exterior finish and can be painted in any colour you choose. The exterior can be primed and painted in any colour you choose.
This example is painted in RAL classic signal Black. Please seek advice from the paint manufacturer for suitable primers and processes.
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Bath
Bateau Bath with Black claw feet,
Kensington bath shower mixer
with Black handset and levers

All prices inclusive of VAT at 20%
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BRASSWARE
Burlington brassware can be customised with a choice of 4 tap heads: Claremont, Birkenhead, Anglesey and
Kensington. Each of these tap head are available with Black ceramic indices to match perfectly.

Claremont

Birkenhead

Anglesey

Kensington

Simply add BLA to your brassware code. When ordering your taps add the correct code to the start of the tap code. Claremont add CL, Birkenhead add BI,
Anglesey add AN and Kensington add KE and add BLA to the end of your code to spec Black indices and, handles Black Kensington.
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ACCESSORIES
Our Black accessories are the perfect finishing touch and work beautifully with our Jet collection. Choose from a soap dish, tumbler
holder or WC brush holder.
For the full range of brassware, showering, radiators and accessories, visit burlingtonbathrooms.com or view the main brochure.

Black Soap dish
A1 CHR BLA

£64

Black Tumbler holder
A2 CHR BLA
£64

Black WC brush holder
A8 CHR BLA
£99

All prices inclusive of VAT at 20%
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Visit burlingtonbathrooms.com
or view the main brochure
for more details.

All prices inclusive of VAT at 20%

Part of the
Bathroom Brands Group
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